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Smart Gas Grid
Thus the Pilot has been 

planned, called 

Monitoring and 
Controlling Project



Main BENEFITS of Control and 
monitoring  systems in gas grids in our project

Network efficiency 

Reduction of pressure losses 

Energy savings

Reduction of gas storage utilization (in/out) 

Security and emergency management:  

o Quick detection of anomalies or failure 

o Management of a critical path to guarantee 

constant flows 

o Data management about the possibility to switch 

with other energy sources 
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Control and monitoring CHALLENGES
in gas grids

 Safety, Reliability, and System Integrity

 Cost Control and Productivity 

Enhancement

 Real time monitoring of the network

 Environmental Aspects

 Security Issues



Control and monitoring REQUIREMENTS
in gas grids

Gas quality remote monitoring

Analyzing gas quality at the injection 

points in the network

Active flow and pressure remote control

Improved network analysis and 

capacity planning

Bidirectional gas networks



1. Home Smart Metering Advantages

Gathering and storing hourly and 

daily data of smart metering

Communicates to a central 

system

Provides outage notification

Acts as a control device 

Interfaces with in-home display

& home area networks
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Conceptual Model for Smart Metering Model
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Software Model for Smart Metering System
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In the project, an integrated control and monitoring 

system for all T.B.S and C.G.S stations is performed.

All stations is monitored and control from the Central 

Control Room.

All the data of this system are available to the GIS and 

the Management Information Systems in the company.

Wireless Sensor Networks are also used for easier and 

safer monitoring of the stations. We are using some of 

these sensors.

Intelligent monitoring algorithms being developed to 

forecast the changes in trends of conditions and also for

better  presentation of data received from sensors.



Iran Gas Integrated gas monitoring and automation system

C&M system for  T.B.S & C.G.S

CCR

GIS data contact to MIS

WSN

 Intelligent Monitoring

2. Integrated gas monitoring and automation 



Integrated gas monitoring and automation 

Industrial automation 
and monitoring systems

Monitoring pressure reducing stations in Fars 
Dispatching Center

Remote control of distribution valves 

Gas Heater control in pressure reducing 
stations

Intelligent monitoring systems and SCADA 
layer with connections to the GIS

Video monitoring of pressure reducing stations
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3. Gas SCADA system

• The main components 
of SCADA

MTU
• Master Terminal Unit

HMI

• Human- Machine 
Interface

RTU
• Remote Terminal units

PLC

• Programmable Logic 
Controller

• The main functions of 
SCADA

1
•Data Acquisition

2
•Data transfer

3
•Data Display 

4
•Data Control

5

•Communication 
infrastructure
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4. Wireless Sensors in gas grids

More 
Accurate 

Data 
Gathering 

Better 
Decision 
Making

Increasing 
Reliability 

Improving 
Production 
Efficiency 



Applications of  wireless  sensors in gas grids

Process Control Systems, (like SCADA, DCS, PLC, 

etc)

Fire & Gas Solutions

 End-to-end Control Solutions

Unit Control Systems

Cost Effective Leak Detection and

 Repair Monitoring of Fugitive Emissions
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Advantages of wireless sensors in gas grids

 Securely access remote locations

 Reduce installation, maintenance and 

operating costs

 Continuous monitoring enables abnormal 

readings to be identified so early

 Increase plant safety 

 Early detection of loss of flow is now 

possible

 Reduced number of manual measurements 

in hazardous areas 



Security issues in industrial systems
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Energy 61.83%

2013

Secure and robust energy networks are essential for the

continued improvement in the operation of the energy

market. This will only be possible if the associated

information and communication networks are secure and

robust.

Recent studies show that a

surge of attacks against

control systems mainly

belonging to the energy sectors.



Security Issues

Attack into Control Systems via Field Devices

Today new field equipment itself has the 

capability to be accessed remotely  

When left unsecured, an attacker can connect 

remotely with little effort, and the remote 

connection may be difficult to detect 

Even secured modems with user identities 

and passwords are still sensetive to attacks

We need very efficient and effective methods 

to protect against such problems.
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